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hybrids which are common hosts for the various coli and Salmonella phages,
we developed efficient selective methods for isolation of hybrids between
Salmonella and E. coli phages and have isolated numerous hybrid phages in
a tailor made fashion by varying the selection procedure. A variety of unusual S
hybrid phages such as X immP22, P22immX , 80immP22 and MuimmP22
have been isolated and characterized by physical and genetic means. The
genetic homologies of these hybrid phages with the parental phages, particularly
P22 phage, have been extensively analyzed. In general hybrid genomes consist
of the entire late genes of one parent phage and most of the early region of the
other parent phage. Physical homologies of these hybrid phages and the parental
phage (e. g, X and X immP22 hybrids) were demonstrated by heteroduplex
analysis of hybrid and parental phage DNAs and carrelated with the genetic maps
of the hybrid phages.

Using hybrids between coliphages and P22, we studied basic problems on
formation of hybrids between unrelated phages, regulation of gene expression
and development of high transducing and antigen converting hybrid phages.
Some hybrid phage species such as ximmP22dis and 80immP22dis phages
carry bipartite immunity region (c and lir) of P22 although they inherit the
entire late genes ( tail and head proteins) of A and 080 respectively. Thus these
dis phages are coimmune with P22 phages and infect their dis- lysogens . Since 6
the P22 tail spike gene (9) and 0-1 antigen conversion gene (al) are located
between the P22 c and Im regions, both the tail spike gene 9 and the antigern
conversion gene al are inherited and expressed in these dis hybrid phages.
Although these hybrid phages infect and lysogenize E. coli, the 0-1 antigen
conversion was not detectable in these lysogens. However, when E. coli •
recombinants carrying a small Salmonella segment for the 0-antigen repeating
unit were lysogen ized with these phagds, the 0-1 antigen was efficiently
expressed. This approach for intergeneric antigen conversion is medically
significant. In addition since the P22 prophage attachment region (attP22)
is located between the al and c regions of P22, these hybrid prophages are in-
serted at the P22 attachment site on the E. coli segment near the prline AB
genes of E. coli-S. typhimurium recombinants. Some phage particles in
spontaneously induced lysates of 80immP22dis have lost the al-9-I1m segment
and acquired the argF-proAB segment of E. coli. These hybrid derivatives,
therefore, designated 80immP22dis-, are high transducing phage specific for
argF and roAB although the parental phage, 080, is a specialized transducing
phage for the E. coli trp operon.

Phage P22 can recombine with coli-mutator phage Mu. Genetic studies
correlated with serological and host range analyses of MuimmP22 hybrids
revealed that crossovers occurred at the tail fiber genes within the invertible
G segment of Mu phage and the tail spike gene of P22 phage to form MuimmP22 0
hybrids. MuinmP22 hybrids infect hosts carrying the smooth host 0-antigen
(Man-Rha-Gal)n repeating unit which is specific receptor for adsorption of P22
phage. However, anti-P22 serum is unable to neutralize the MuimmP22
hybrids. This is probably because the contribution of P22 spike peptide to the
hybrid tail fiber is to short to form P22 spike like structure and antigenicity. S
Anti-serum prepared for the G(+) orientation of Mu phage neutralized the
MuimmP22 hybrid at about a 1/10 neutralization rate of MuG(+) phage. Thus

,3
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we suggested that MulmmP22 hybrid may carry the inverted ()orientation of the
G segment of Mu phage. In fact near the distal ends of both P22 tail spike and
Mutall fiber there is an accidiental homology. Therefore, we conclude that

MuimmP22 hybrids carry the (-) orientation of the G segment and the G(-)

sequence facilitates crossovers with the P22 spike gene to yield the hybrid
tail fiber..
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SUMMARY

ybrids between unrelated bacteriophages are invaluable models to study
genetic evolution, gene regulation, and morphogenesis. For many years
studies in my laboratory have been focused on the mechanism of hybrid form- 0
ation between evolutionary diverse phages. Collaborative studies with a
group of Walter Reed Army Institute of Research began searching for E. coli-
S. typhimurium recombinants in 1971. After isolating E. coli-S. typhimurium
hybrids which are common hosts for the various coli and Salmonella phages,
we developed efficient selective methods for isolation of hybrids between 0
Salmonella and E. coli phages and have isolated numerous hybrid phages in
a tailor made fashion by varying the selection procedure.S variety of unusual -

hybrid phages such as XimmP22, P22 immX , 080imn1P22--aiMuimmP22
have been isolated and characterized by physical and genetic means- -e
genetic homologies of these hybrid phages with the parental phages, particularly S

P22 phage, have been extensively analyzed. In general hybrid genomes consist
of the entire late genes of one parent phage and most of the early region of the
other parent phage. Physical homologies of these hybrid phages and the parental
phage (e. g. x and xammP22 hybrids) were demonstrated by heteroduplex
analysis of hybrid and parental phage DNAs and correlated with the genetic maps
of the hybrid phages.

Using hybrids between coliphages and P22, we studied basic problems on
formation of hybrids between unrelated phages, regulation of gene expression
and development of high transducing and antigen converting hybrid phages.
Some hybrid phage species such as X immP22dis and 080immP22dis phages
carry bipartite immunity region (c and-) of P22 although they inherit the
entire late genes (tail and head proteins)of X and 080 respectively. Thus these
dis phages are coimmune with P22 phages and infect their dis- lysogens. Since
the P22 tail spike gene (9) and 0-1 antigen conversion gene (al) are located
between the P22 c and Im regions, both the tail spike gene 9 and the antigen
conversion gene al are inherited and expressed in these dis hybrid phages
Although these hybrid phages infect and lysogenize E. coli, the 0-1 antigen
conversion was not detectable in these lysogens. However, when E. coli
recombinants carrying a small Salmonella segment for the O-antigen repeating
unit were lysogenized with these phages, the 0-1 antigen was efficiently
expressed. This approach for intergeneric antigen conversion is medically S

sigrificant. In addition since the P22 prophage attachment region (attP22)
is located between the al and c regions of P22, these hybrid prophages are
inserted at the P22 attachment site on the E. coli segment near the proline AB

genes of E. coli-S. typhimurium recombinants. Some phage particles in
spontaneously induced lysates of 80immP22dis have lost the al-9-Im segment
and acquired the argF-proAB segment of E. coli. These hybrid derivativeA,
therefore, designated 080immP22dis, are high transducing phage specific for

gF and RoAB although the parental phage, 080, is a specialized transducing
phage for the E. coli trp operon.
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Phage P22 can recombine with coli-mutator phage Mu. Genetic studies
correlated with serological and host range analyses of MuimmP22 hybrids
revealed that crossovers occurred at the tal fiber genes within the invertible
G segment of Mu phage and the tail spike gene of P22 phage to form MuimmP22
hybrids. MuimmP22 hybrids infect hosts carrying the smooth host O-antigen
(Man-Rha-Gal)n repeating unit which is specific receptor for adsorption of P22
phage. However, anti-P22 serum is unable to neutralize the MuimmP22
hybrids. This is probably because the contribution of P22 spike peptide to the
hybrid tail fiber U too 'short to form P22 spike like structure and antigenicity.
Anti-serum prepared for the G(+) orientation of Mu phage neutralized the
MuimmP22 hybrid at about 1/10 neutralization rate of MuG(+) phage. Thus
we suggested that MuimmP22 hybrid may carry the inverted (-) orientation of the
G segment of Mu phage. In fact the distal ends of both P22 tail spike and
Mu tail fiber there is an accidental homology. Therefore, we conclude that
MuimmP22 hybrids carry the (-) orientation of the G segment and the G(-) 6.
sequence facilitates crossovers with the P22 spike gene to yield the hybrid
tail fiber.
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FOREWORD

Though we initially planned for development of a gene cloning vector, we 0

have not extablished a recombinant DNA method for these hybrid phage during -

this period.
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P RIOG RESS

I. Introduction

For many years, studies in my laboratory have been focused on the formation
mechanism and genetic of hybrids between evolutionary diverse phages. During
the last ten years of U.S. Army Research Contract Support collaborative
studies with a group of Walter Reed Army Institute of Research on bacterial
genetics enable us to developed efficient selective methods for isolation of
hybrids between Salmonella phage P22 and E. coli phages. A variety of unusual
hybrid phages, s---- F'F'1, XimP22, P22iMMn , 80immP22, P22imm80
MuimmP22, and P22immMu, have been isolate '-and characterized
byp-pEysical and genetic means. Using these hybrid phages, we studied basic
.,roblems on formation of hybrids between unrelated phages and intergeneric
antigen conversion and transduction of Salmonella antigens in E. coli.

IT. Brief Background

The generalized transducing Salmonella phage P22 can recombine with a
variety of phages. One of the hybrid phage species, P221, which is a hybrid
between P22 and a prophage of Salmonella tphimurium LT-2 ( St for short), Fels
1, has been extensively studied in our laboratory since 1961TT). After the
initial discovery of P221, we established a general procedure for isolation of
hybrids between unrelated phages (2,5,8,11) successfully found many different,
types of hybrid phages (8,11). We extended this approach to isolation of'
hybrid phages and between P22 and coliphages (114). Some of the hybrid phages
are able to confer intergeneric antigen conversion (32). The isolation
procedure for hybrid phages, background information, and present status of
problem are briefly described.

1. Isolation Procedure for Hybrid Phages

Salmonella phage P22 is a remarkable phage which can recombine with
evolutionary dlstant phages if common hosts are provided. High titer stocks of
P22 phage grown on a bacterium lysogenic for another phage will contain a
small number of hybrid phage particles. These hybrid phages are selected by
plating the P22 phage stocks on a host bacterium resistant to P22 and lysogenic
for the same prophage. Plaque formers found on such a bacterium should be
hybrid phages because the above selective host lacks the receptors for P22
phage adsorption and is immune to the other parental phage. These hybrid
phages carry the protein coat of the prophage and the early genes, at least
the immunity gene ( c gene), of the P22 phage.

A general isolation procedure and selection hosts for hybrid phages

are shown in Table 1. Our accumulated observations led us to the conclusion
that recombination between unrelated phages requires at least the following
three indispensable conditions: (i) 01, one of the parental phage, has to be a
generalized transducing phage(8,20); (ii) B, a comnmon host bacterium, has to be
a wild type recA+ host (11,20); and (iii) 2, the other parental phage, has to
be in the prop- e state in a recA+ host, R(t2), to be used for propagation of
0i phage (4,10). The hybrid seTeton host, B/I(€2), effTctively detects hybrid
phages even at an extremely low frequency, as low as 10- -. The hybrid
phages carries the protein coat of 42 and have acquired the c region of the 41
phage (1,11,8,20).

10
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Table 1. Host ranges of bacteriophages and a selective host for their hybrids.

0 2 1.2 (hybrid)

B + + +
B/I - + +
B( 2) + - +

L B/1( 2) +

I

01: includes Salmonella phages P22, #10, #20, #23, 27, ES1R, ES19, and 019
02: includes amonella phages Fels 1 and Fels 2, and E. coli phages ,40

and Mu.
01.2: hybrid phage between 0 and2.

This general isolation method is based on our success with recombination
between P22 and Fels 1 to yield the P221 hybrid and recombination between P22
and coliphages.

TIT. Progress During the Last Support Period (1/1/74 - 8/31/F3)
A. Development of Isolation Procedure for Recombinants Between P22 and X

a. Isolation o a S. pmuri Hybrid with Snivity toCiphage
and Page P22.

An unusual E. coli-S. typhimurium hybrid with sensitivity to both
coliphage xand Salmonella phage P22 has been recovered from mating between an
Escherichia coli K12Hfr- donor and an S. typhimuriuz recipient. We have .

-ote coli-S. thuriu hybrid WR2anits derivative WR4102 which
are excellen-t-osts for achieving genetic recombination between x and P22 (14).

b. Isolation of Hybrid Phage Species

The dual sensitivity of S. typhimurium hybrid WR4028 to phage P22
and X and the availability of various lysogenic derivatives of this strain
enabled us to isolate hybrid phages between these two phages. Two broad
classes of hybrid phages were isolated. The X-P22 hybrid class, which has the
protein coat of X, contains at least the c region of P22. The P22-X hybrid

class has the protein coat of P22 and has-inherited at least the c marker of X( 14).

B. Genetic Characterization of P2?-X Hybrids (16,1A)

Phage P22 recombines with coliphage X to yield a hybrid phage class
designated P22-X which is serologically indistinguishable from P22. By
employing X phages with different c markers ( c ,cT, t1T, or cIII ), we nave
shown that the P22-X hybrids always express the in-herited c markers of X.

11.



As shown in Figure 1, genes 0 and P of A and genes 18 and 12 of P22 which
function in phage DNA replication are positioned to the rigl-t of respective c
regions of these phages. Our initial efforts were directed towards isolating
P22-A hybrids in which these genes had been recombined. A A lysogen of the E.
coli-S. typhimurium hybrid, WR4028(Ac+), was superinfected at 250 with mutant
derivatives of P22c2 expressing the Temperature sensitive (ts) phenotype of genes
12 or 18. After incubation at 25" to achieve lysis, the lysate was plated on
W-40287A at 250. P22-X hybrids with the Ac+ region were obtained by cloning the
cloudy plaques which appeared.

A number of such P22-A hybrids isolated at 250 were then scored for their
ability to replicate at the elevated temperature (400). One major group, com-
prised of more than 80% of such P22-A hybrids, no longer expressed the temperature-
sensitive phenotype, thus suggesting that their 18 and 12 genes had been replaced
by a A chromosomal segment containing the functionally related 0 and P genes.
This was confirmed by marker rescue experiments with A which indicated the presence S

of A genes 0 and P. Similar rescue experiments with P22 show the absence of tsl2
and tsl8 in these hybrids. We have designated this group as P22-A type 1 hybrids.
The remaining hybrids were unable to grow at 40* because they have retained the
18 and 12 genes of P22. As determined by marker rescue, they do not carry the
0 and P genes of A. We have designated these hybrids as P22-A type 2. In addi-
tion to these methods, the presence of various A and P22 markers in these two S

P22-A types was determined by backcross with the parental phages, as shown in
Figure 1.

I 3 Im Ott ,t Xerf c3 c2 t 18 12 "m6 h2

P22  F I - .-.

1tt ,ntxISred cIfNclIC 0 P 0 R

P22 -X

(Tp ) m 
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erf C1 P
EE il i -- ]]if- - ....... i

MAP DISTANCE RATIOA , C

068 I0 o361

P2 2-1
(type 2) err 1812

F i a. rlmra In na tt ic re'pr¢cr~tl il ttIoi a renl I t t td h.N hr Id I a g e,

C. Genetic and Physical Characterization of XimmP22 Hybrids (14,17,22,23)

1. Isolation and Genetic Characterization of XimmP22 Hybrids (14,23)

S. phimuriu phage P22 has been previously shown to recombine with
coliphage A to yield a hybrid phage A-P22 class antiqenically indistinguishable
from A. When these hybrids, now referred to as AimmP22, result from a recombina-

12 0
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tion with P22 phages containing different c markers, i.e., either c+ , cl, c2, or
c3, they express the respective c marker of P22. In the recent study, additional
TimmP22 hybrids with scorable phenotypes were prepared by employing procedures
similar to those previously described (Gemski, Baron, and Yamamoto, 1972 (14)).
As shown in Figure 2, genes 18 and 12 of P22 and genes 0 and P of A are posi-
tioned to the right of the respecti7e c regions of these nhages. Since genes
18 and 12 of P22 (Botstein and Levine, J. Mol. Biol.,34,643,1968) and 0 and P of
x function in phage DNA replication, we first attemp-ped to isolate XimmP22
hybrids in which these genes had been recombined. S. typhimurium WR408TX) was
superinfected with mutant derivatives of P22 carrying temperature-sensitive (ts)
genes 12 and 18, and XimmP22 hybrids, selected for the inheritance of the immC
marker of P22-,were recovered by plating on the rough, A immune strain, WR4027(X).
Following cloning on WR4027, such XimmP22 hybrids were scored for the inheritance
of the ts18 and ts12 genes by determ-ing whether they could replicate at the
elevate -tnperaTure of 420. All XimmP22 hybrids so tested were found to be tem-
perature sensitive, thus indicatingthat their 0 and P genes had been replaced
by a P22 chromosomal segment containing the ts18 and Ts12 genes. By similar
crosses, AimmP22 hybrids were recovered whicN expresst- erf and x genes of the
P22 strain -employed. The presence of these markers in Xi--P72 hybrids was estab-
lished by determining whether or not they were able to grow on the polA- strain
which was unable to plate Xred, typical of the behavior exhibited by the polA"
E. coli K-12 strain WR2108. The XimmP22 hybrids selected by plating on WR4027(X)
for -te inheritance of the immC maFwr of P22 after superinfecting WR4028(X) with
either the P22erf or P22x mutants were unable to grow in polA" hosts. This result
indicates inheritance ofthe erf-x P22 chromosomal segment by these recombinants.

Other XimmP22 hybrids were recovered from similar experiments in which
the superinfecting phage carried either the h21 or m3 color indicator marker.
The resulting XimmP22 hybrids were then scored for the inheritance of these color
indicator markers-from the superinfecting phage strains by plating on WR4027(x).
The presence of the h21 or m3 marker of P22 was not detected in such XimmP22 de-
rivatives and also by markers rescue experiments. As shown in Figure T the m3
marker is distant from the immC region for which the XimmP22 hybrids had been
originally selected. AdditT5oWl AimmP22 hybrids were alI-so recovered by growing
P22c + on various WR4028 strains lys-enic for either Xint6, Axis6, Xred3,
Xre3gam6, AsusQ, or XsusR. Such XimmP22 hybrids were scored for the phenotype
oTthese different X genes. Lysogens of XimmP22 hybrids derived from the crosses
between P22 and Xint or Axis were inducible-Tndicating that the int6 and xis6
phenotypes were nt--being expressed in the XimmP22 hybrid. Thus7t is lily
that these X markers have been replaced withfunctional P22 genes in these hybrids.
Similarly, AimmP22 hybrids recovered from crosses between P22c+ and either Ared3
or Xred3gam6Tepressed a wild-type phenotype. These AimmP22 Tsolates fell into
two groups, those which retained and expressed the AsusQ or XsusR allele, being
unable to grow in an amber suppressor negative host CT Fig. 2--and those which
were able to grow in such a host indicating that the Q and R genes of X were
replaced by P22 genes in the latter group (not shown in Fig. 2).

2. Isolation of an Unusual Hybrid Type XimmP22dis ( 23)

The majority of XimmP22 hybrids carry the 18 and 12 genes for DNA
synthesis as well as the immCTlcus of P22. Although P22 and-XimmP22 have identical
immC regions, lysogens of XimmP22 are not immune to P22 whereas P22 lysogens are

13
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immune to XimmP22 infection (Gemski, Baron, and Yamamoto, 1972, (14); see Table 2).
When a high-t- ter P22c2 stock previously grown on WR4028(A), however, was plated
on the doubly lysogenic strain WR4027(X, XimmP22), small, clear plaques similar
to those of XimmP22 were isolated at a frequency of about 10-12. These small
plaque-formers were purified by stepwise cloning on WR4027(X, AimmP22) and WR4027
and then tested for their reactivity with specific antisera agaThst P22 and X.
Antiserum against X neutralized these newly isolated hybrids, whereas they were
unaffected by anti-P22 serum. On the basis of their tail antigen characteristics
and their ability to plate on a P22 resistant bacterial strain doubly lysogenic
for X and AimmP22, we consider these hybrids to exhibit a new type of immunity
system (ashown in Fig. 2). When such hybrids, designated AimmP22dis ( the
dis is for dismune )are used to lysogenize WR4028, the resu-itinglysogens are
Tm-mune to superinfection with P22, and are immune also to P221dis, a phage hybrid
known to possess both immunity regions of P22. In addition, X'iimP22dis lysogens
are immune to AimmP22, whereas XimmP22dis hybrids produce plaques onXimmP22
lysogens. TheseFesults establi V-thaETXimmP22dis is co-immune with PU2, but 0
dismune with respect to XimmP22, indicatin-g-that-XimmP22dis hybrids carry the P22
imml region as well as the-22 immC region.

To determine if the same immunity pattern exhibited by XimmP22 lyso-
gens of the E. coli-S. typhimurium hybrid WR4028 would be expressed in E. coli
K-12, we empToyedK-12 strains lysogenic for the appropriate phages (Yamamoto
i-al., 23) We p-repared a P22 lysogen of E. coli K-12 using the F-lac+-proA+-
p-oB-attP22+ plasmid according to the procedure-descri bed by Roth (G-netics, 76,
633, l-if )to compare its immunity pattern with that expressed by AimP22dis.
Moreover, the immC locus of P22, carried by the XimmP22 hybrids, ana-oth the
immC and imml T-oci in the case of XimmP22dis are expressed in E. coli K-12.

3. Determination of the Physical Length of P22 DNA in XimmP22 Hybrids (23)

The approximate length of P22 DNA that was substituted in XimmP22
hybrids could be estimated by backcross experiments performed between tlise hybrids
and various P22 derivatives. The frequency of recombination between various
markers was determined after mixed phage infection of WR4028 and plating on
WR4028/X to select P22 recombinants. The extent of the P22 genome in XimmP22
hybrids 1 and 2 and in XimmP22dis, as inferred from genetic recombination data,
is shown in Figure 2. Iiddit-on, we have employed the more direct method of
electron microscope heteroduplex analysis to determine more accurately the actual
physical length of the recombined segment in the individual hybrids. Thus,
genetic analysis of the inheritance of unselected markers from backcross experi-
ments could be correlated with quantitative findings from heteroduplex analyses.

Heteroduplexes formed between each of the XimmP22 hybrids and wild-
type X show which sections of the hybrid phage genomes have homology with the
DNA of X. Portions of the XimmP22 DNA molecules lacking homology to A DNA repre-
sent those P22 gene segments substituted in the X genome. A heteroduplex formed
between XimmP22 hybrid 1 and X, shown in Figure 3, reveals a relatively small
P22 region Tnserted in the center of the X genome amounting to about 15-16% of
the A genome. A block of P22 genes amounting to approximately 20-22% of the X
genome was recombined in XimmP22 hybrid 2 (Figs. 4 and 5) which supports our genetic
finding of the P22 int geneTn this hybrid depicted in Figure 2. Considerably
more extensive substitution of P22 genes is evidenced in the heteroduplex of
hybrid immP22dis (Figs. 5 and 6). In this hybrid, approximately 40% of the central
region oTT is replaced by P22 genes.
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The results of these heteroduplex studies are presented in dia-
grammatlc form (Fig. 5) in which a percentage scale is used to locate map
positions on the X genome. Thus, the nonhomologous region in XimmP22 hybrid 1
can be defined as extending from a map position of 66 to 82. T'e-two regions
of nonhomology are connected by a small segment of homologous DNA. In
AimnP22 hybrid 2, the P22 segment extends from map position 60 to 82 of the
A chromosome. Again, two regions of nonhomology connected by a short segment
of homologous DNA are evident. The XimmP22dis phage DNA has a nonhomologous
region that starts at map position 42 -and ei-tends to position 82. Three
regions of nonhomology in this hybrid are separated by two small regions of 6
homology. The nonhomologous chromosomal region of this hybrid, extending
further leftward on the X genome than do those of the other two hybrid types,
goes well beyond the site of the att gene of X and thus contains both the mmn
and immC regions of P22. This finding is in agreement with the results of-ou-r
geni-Ficexperiments illustrated in Figure 2.

4. Two Dispensable P22 Phage Genes in XimmP22dis

It is well established that control of A phage gene expression is
efficient and involves no waste. The genome of XimmP22dis hybrid carries two
P22 phage genes which are dispensable for XimmP223irs pha. Therefore it became
of interest to test whether these dlspensable-genes are expressed.

a. Antigen Conversion by XimmP22dis Hybrids (19.23,32)

The S. typhimurium somatic 0-1 antigen conversion gene al of
P22 has not been precisely mapped, being located in the larqe aenome segment
between the immC and m3 loci on the P22 chromosome (Younget al., Virology, 9
23, 299, 19611. Throu-gh the use of XimmP22 hybrids, we have been able to
position the P22 al gene in proximity to the m3 locus. Most of the XimmP22
hybrids that we have characterized have a P22-segment that ends between the
int and att gene of P22 (see Fig. 2). Such hybrids retain the att and other
gen-es of the X genome as indicated in this figure. Therefore, XimmP22
hybrids 1 and 2, typical of many that we have examined, do not possess the al 9
gene and are unable to confer antigen conversion when the host bacterium WR428
is lysogenized with these hybrids. In contrast, hybrids of the XimmP22dis
type carry the al gene because evidence from the genetic and physT-cal mapping
studies indicates that the P22 segment carried by such hybrids always contains
the imml region and can extend very close to the m3 region even though this
locus does not appear in XimmP22dis hybrids. Accordingly, various independent S
isolates of XimmP22dis were usedTo lysogenize WR4028, and such lysogens were
tested for somatic antigen 0-1 conversion of the host. The WR4028(AimmP22dis)
lysogens were tested in slide agglutination tests for the expressionT 57
Salmonella somatic antigen 0-1 using single factor 0-1 antiserum. The results
establish that the XimmP22dis hybrid carries the al gene and confers 0-1
antigen production on the host bacterium WR4028. - 1

However, XimmP22dis hybrids do not convert E. coli K12 because
E. coli K12 does not have UT anT--gen acceptor sites which are an-Rha-Gal
repe-at-ngunits of Salmonella typhimurium cell surface. When E. coli K12 -.
derivatives carrying a small Salmonella genetic segment for the (Aan'2Ri--Gal)
repeating units were examined, the above XimmP22dis strains conferred the
antigen 0-1 conversion(19,32). -
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b. Production to Free P22 Tails by XimmP22dis (23)

Based on our genetic mapping and heteroduplex studies, we would expect
that the XimmP22dis hybrid phages also possess tail gere9 of P22. To determine 0
whether or not ta]T-gen 9 is expressed during AimmP22dis -replication, we employed an
in vitro self-assembly method described by Israelet ai-. (Pro.NAS 7, 282, 1967). A cell
suspension of S. typhimurium strain Q at a concentration of 2 x lO-cells/ml was in-
fected with P22ts9, a temperature sensitive tail gere9 mutant that does not produce
functional tailsrat elevated temperatures and thus gives rise to tail-less heads.
This P22ts9-infected cell suspension was then cultured for 1 hour at the restrictive 0
temperature of 390C in Penassay broth with aeration to allow lysis. This olsate was
examined by electron miscroscopy and found to contain approximately 2 X lIu per ml of
P22 heads without tails. Such heads contain the entire P22 genome and can be made into
infective particles by adding functional tails. Should such a preparation of tail-less
heads be added to a XimmP22dis lysate, an increase in P22ts9 plaque-forming ability
would only be detecteWTf fiie P22 tails were being produced by this phage hybrid. In S
fact, when the head preparation was added to a lysate of XimmP22dis, incubated for 1 hr
and then plated on strain Q at 250C, a 10,000-fold increase-in PF2plaque-forming
activity was observed. This increase in plaque formation was completely neutralized
by using a XimmP22dis lysate pretreated with anti-P22 serum, but was not inhibited by
a AimmP22dis-Tysate-pretreated with anti-A serum. These observations establish that
taiT-gen Tof P22 is being expressed by the AimmP22dis hybrid, although the protein
coat and tail of this hybrid phage are those ofA.

5. Restriction Endonuclease Analysis of DNA from XimmP22 Hybrid Phages (22)

The XimmP22 hybrid phages in which segments of the P22 genome have replaced
portions of the Xgenome were examined by restriction endonuclease analyses. The ex-
tent of substitution of P22 into the Xgenome was also determined by electron micro-
scope hetero-duplex studies. All of the hybrids examined have the P22 segment substi-
tuted into the central region of the Xgenome. Fragments that result from EcoRl
restriction enzyme digestion of the DNA from these AimmP22 hybrids were compared to the
restriction fragments obtained from Aand P22 DNA. Most of the fragments from the
hybrids are identical to those obtained from X, but at least one or more correspond to
P22 fragments. thus, the substitution of a P22 segment into X results in the loss of
the EcoRl fragments of Xand the appearance of P22 fragments. A correlation can
therefore, be made between map position of X fragments and the corresponding P22 frag-
ments that replace them. One of the hybrids, X-P22dis, contains a large segment of sub-
stituted P22 DNA and restriction analysis was used to order the P22 fragments in this
segment (20).

0. Isolation and Characterization of Hybrid Phages between E. coli Phage t80

and Salmonella Phage P22.

I. Isolation of 80immP22 Hybrid Phage (24,26,29).

E. coli-S. typhimurium hybrid strain WR40207 is a rough bacterium and sensitive .
to coliphagi-80-for its replication but insensitive to P22 phage because of lack of
P22 phage adsorption. Therefore WR4027 lysogenic for phage 80, WR4027(t80), is
insensitive to P22 phage. By infecting WR4027( 80) with a mixture of high titer
stocks of rough specific Salmonella phages (designated R phages), we were able to
isolate R-phage resistant derivatives of WR4027( 8J), designated WR4027(t8O)/R,
which are smooth and fully sensitive to P22 phage. Phage P22 stocks grown on this
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smooth derivative of the $80 lysogen give rise to recombinants between P22 and
*80. Such recombinants were recovered by plating on a P22 resistant host which 0
is immune to 080, namely WR4027 (480). They retain the protein coat of 0O0
but have acquired the immC region of P22. In addition these $80immP22
recombinant carries P2"2DNA replication genes 12 and 18 as well as-the x and
erf genes of P22 (Fig. 7). Some 8OimmP22 reco-mbinanf-s, designate *80inM
TP-2dis, contain the immI region as well as the immC region, the two
wid-e separated lo '-i'nvolved in the bipartiteTi-munity system of P22. S

2. Characterization of Uhusual $80immP22dis Hybrid Phages (29)

Although the 0-1 antigen conversion gene al and tail gene 9 of P22
are located between immC and immI genes, no *80inmmn2dis hybrids carry
both the al and 9 ge. Some-ybrids carry the gene--l and others carry the
gene 9 (F-i. 7).

Although XimmP22dis hybrids carry both genes 9 and al
*80immP22dis hybrids-carry only one of thse genes (i.e.-gene 9or al ).
Bot 'Tland -j0 phage genomes contain physically corresponding -nd functionary
similar genes. These phage genomes also carry genetically inert DNA segments
which are located between their respective att and tail (J) genes. However,
the entire physical length of $80 phage genome is ay-E 92% of the size of X
phage genome. This seems to be reflection of difference in sized of the inert
segments: $80 carries an inert DNA segment smaller than that of X(Fig. 7).
Since the inert segments can be replaced by genes 9 and al to form dis hybrid
phages, we concluded that the fPOimmP22dis hybrid Thages a-re unable- t
accommodate both genes 9 and al siulta';usly.

3. Tsolation of Specialized Transducing Phage y from 80inmP22dis

*.80imP22dis hybrid type carries a large P22 segment ( Im - att -
erf - c - h-). "-Tus this hybrid type also can carry the P22 tail gene 9
a7 thi antigen conversion gene al both of which are located between the Tm and
att regions (29). Since the gene-s in the Im - 9 - al - att portion of thie-P22
segment of the hybrid are dispensable for T-pli-atio-n or-vability of the
hybrids, loss of this hybrid DNA segment carrying such dispensable genes by
improper excision during prophage induction of E. coli-S. typhimurium
lysogenic for ROimmP22dis should result in the-hyb-faquiing the
bacterial D)NA segii-t aH3cent to the prophage attachment site (31). These
resultant ( dis -) phages which have lost the second immunity region ( Tm )
are unable to-row in *8OimmP22 lysogens thus screened by its inability-to
grow in *8OimmP22 lysogerTinid found to carry F. coli chromosomal segment of
E. coli-S. Xhimurium hybrid. When these *8Oim--P2-2dis-
-er-iWVTes were tested with various E. coli a-xotro-pTc mutants for
transducing ability, most *8OimmP22di's- E7Fids were found to be high
transducing phages for arg F and rn and some *R0izmP22dis- hybrids
were able to transduce e P. However, they transdu-e ne'ter pro C nor lac.
These observations suggest that the attachment site of P22 prophage in E. coli
is located between argF and lac genes. Thus, the P2? prophage attachment site
in E. coli which was previousT- mapped between Lro AR and argF (Hoppe et al
Genetics 76, 611, 1974) should be revised (31).
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Fig. 7. The P22 and 080 genomes are depicted at the top of the figure. The P22 genes in the 80immP22
hybrids have been shown to be present by genetic analysis. The extent of the P22 segment is enclosed in
dashed lines to indicate that the exact P22 segments in the hybrids vary. The relative sizes of P22 and
*80 are represented by 100% and 92% respectively. Markers on the 080 map, which correspond to
those of A, are indicated as A', J,0' and P. Gene h21 of P22, mentioned in the text but not indicated in
the figure, is located to the left of the am7 marker.
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Similarly 080. P22dis- derivatives were isolated from tPOimP22dis
lysogenic K37 derivatives of E. coli K12. When various E. coil K12 auxotrophic
mutants were infected with the above *P0immP22dis'derivatives, high
frequency of transduction; 2% for argF, -d O.--for A, observed

confirming that the attP22 site of"E. coli lies between argF and lac
genes.

4 Characterization of fQOimiP22 Hybrid IM

As previously discussed, *80immP22 carries the att-erf-c-12-h21

segment of P22. Detailed map ana~Tsis of the P22 homology by back-cross with
various P22 mutants showed that the left arm of the P22 segment ends at the att
region(29). Since 80immP22dis is found ten times more frequently than
*80tmnP22 hybrid type, the latter type would be O8OimMP22dis- type

deriv-ed from 80immP22dis hybrid type. When transducln1i activity of
*80immP22 was tested, they are all found to be high specialized transducing

phages-for argF and ro. This observation proved our hypothesis that
*80immP22 nybrid is a *P.OimmP22dis- derivative.

E. Characterization of MuimmP22 brs (27,33,34)

Employing an approach used for isolating hybrids between P22 and coliphage
or 80, we have isolated MuimmP22 hybrids after intensive efforts.

Difficulty of identifying Muim-mP22 is due to the fact that the host range
of the hybrids is different from that of Mu phage though the late genes of the
hybrids are derived from those of Mu phage.

1. The Host Range of Muimm P22 Hybrids (23,24)

MuimmP22 hybrids carry the att-erf-c-12 segment of the P22 early
regions wher'eas the late regions are derived from Mu phage. However, the
hybrids infect smooth and semi-rough strains of E. coli-S.typhimuriun (33)
while Mu phage infects rough hosts exclusively. Since semi-rough strains carry
a reduced amount of Salmonella smooth 0-antigenic (Man-Rha-Ga) repeating units
while such a repeating unit is not present in rough strains, the receptor of
the MuimmP22 hybrid could be smooth 0-repeating unit which is the specific
receptor for P22 infection.

2. Tail Antigen for Plaque Neutralization of MuimmP22 Hybrid (23,24)

Since the host range of MuimmP22 differs from that of Mu phage,
serological analysis of the hybrid became desirable. Although the MuimmP22
hybrids infect host via P22 specific receptor, anti-P22 serum showed n-o-effect
on plaque forming ability of the MuimP22 hybrid. However, anti-Mu serum
neutralized the MuimmP22 hybrid at about a 1/10 neutralization rate of the
parental Mu phage.7-his reduced serological cross-reactivity with anti-Mu
serum could be due to the antigenicity of tail fiber coded by the inverted
orientation (-) of the G segment. Since inversion of the G segment is known
to produce new tail fiber antigens different from those of the MuG(+).
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Phage (Grundy & Howe, Virology in Press), anti-MuG(-) was prepared. Anti-mu
G(-) serum neutralized MuimmP22 hyrids at about the same rate as MUG(-)
phage. Tt should be discussed here that as shown in Fig. 9 S and S' genes
would consist of a common part coded for by a region outside the G--egment and
a variable part located inside the G segment. Thus both orientations, G(+)
and G(-), of Mu phages share some common antigenic peptide sequences. Since
antibodies against various parts (not limited to adsorption binding or its
adjacent sites) of tail fiber contribute to neutralization of plaque forming
ability (Grundy & Howe), slight serological reactivity of MuirmmP22 phage
with anti-MuG(+) serum supports the G(-) orientation in the MuiP22
hybrid. When anti-MuimnnP22 serum was prepared, it neutralized-M-'(-)
phage at the same rate as MuimmP22 hybrid. Therefore we concluded that Mu
immP22 hybrid carries the (-"-rientation of the G segment. However, these
_AhinP22 hybrids never gave rise to variants with the G(+) host range and
serological phenotype of Mu phage.

3. Genetic Test for the Orientation of the G Segment i. MuimmP22 Hybrids (33)

As shown in Fig. 8 the G segment of Mu phage harbors four tail fiber genes:
S, U, ', and U' . Since this area is transcribed from left to right, the
first set of genesS and U are expressed and the second set of genes g and U
are silent in MuG(+T phag-. On the other hand the S' and U' genes are
expressed and the S and U genes are silent in the M'T(-) pTh'age.

Our accumulated evidence suggested that during the course of hybrid
formation between Mu and P22 phages, the inverted G(-) orientation is required
to cross the P22 genome. Thus the S and U genes are no longer transcribed or
are removed by crossovers. To test this-possibility MuimmP22 hybrids were
isolated by recombining P22 phage with Mu phage carrying an amber mutation in
the S gene. The resultant MuimnP22 hybrids were able to grow in both wild
type -and suppressor hosts, supporting the hypothesis that the S proteins are
not produced. Since there is a good serological cross reactivity between
MuG(-) phage and MuinmP22 phage, it may be concluded tnat the (-)
orientation of the MuG segment facilitates crossovers with the P22 genome to
yield MuimnmP22 hybrids, as shown in Fig. 9.

4. Serological Relationships between Mu and P2 Phages

The invertible C segment of P1 encodes tail fibers and is homologous to
the G segment of Mu phage. Therefore P1 and Mu pnages serologically cross-
react. Since bacteriophage P1 and P2 are closely related, serological
relationships between P2 and MuimmP22 were analysed. Anti-P2 serum
neutralized MuimmP22 hybrids at a 1/10 fold reduced rate of P2
neutralization.-This observation suggests that anti-P2 serum contains
antibodies which cross-react with the G(-) products of MuimmP22 hybrids.
Detection of a possible Mu like invertible segment in P2 requires serological
reactivity between P2 and MG(+) or MUG(-) phages.

5. Map Structure of MuimmP22 Pybrids (33)

Since MuimmP22 hybrid never gives rise to variants with the G(+) host
range and serological phenotype of Mu phage, loss of gin gene or the S and U
genes by replacing with P22 DNA during hybrid formation may be considered as
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Fig. 8 The invertible G segment of Mu phage contains four tail fiber genes S,
S', U and U'. In the + orientation of the G segment, the S and U genes are
transcribed while the S'and U' genes are silent. In the - orientation of theG segment, however, the S' and U' genes are transcribed while the U and S
genes are silent.
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'Fig. 9 , Formation of hybrids between Mu and P22 phages. MuimmP22 hybrid
model a or b.
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shown in Fig. 9. However, Fig. 9a model is unlikely because the host control
gene C hin ) for flagellar phase variation (Silverman et al PNAS 76 , 391,
1979) transacts with the gin gene of Mu phAge (Kutsukaki & Ino, PNAS 77,
7338, 19P0) and thus should be able to invert the G segment in the MuimrP22
hybrid model of Fig. 9a even in the absence of the gin gene.

Furthermore, inheritance of P22 host range specificity to the hybrids
suggests that a short P22 tail spike c-terminal peptide replaced the c-terminal
segment of the U' gene products. Tn fact there are a small accidental
homology near the right ends of the P22 tail gene 9 and Mu tail fiber segment
U'. Therefore the left arm of the P22 segment is ended at the P22 spike gene
9 and situated near the right end of the U' gene. Backcross experiments with
various P22 mutants revealed that the right arm of MuimmP22 ends with the
att - erf - c - 12 segment of P22 without interruption-by Mu DNA as shown in
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